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Abstract

The management of massively transfused trauma patients has improved with a better understanding of trauma-induced coagulopathy, the limitations of crystalloid infusion, and the implementation of massive transfusion protocols (MTPs), which encompass transfusion management and other patient care needs to mitigate the “lethal triad” of acidosis, hypothermia, and coagulopathy. MTPs are currently changing in the United States and worldwide because of recent data showing that earlier and more aggressive transfusion intervention and resuscitation with blood components that approximate whole blood significantly decrease mortality. In this context, MTPs are a key element of “damage control resuscitation,” which is defined as the systematic approach to major trauma that addresses the lethal triad mentioned above. MTPs using adequate volumes of plasma, and thus coagulation factors, improve patient outcome. The ideal amounts of plasma, platelet, cryoprecipitate and other coagulation factors given in MTPs in relationship to the red blood cell transfusion volume are not known precisely, but until prospective, randomized, clinical trials are performed and more clinical data are obtained, current data support a target ratio of plasma:red blood cell:platelet transfusions of 1:1:1. Future prospective clinical trials will allow continued improvement in MTPs and thus in the overall management of patients with trauma.

Approximately 5 million people worldwide die from injuries each year.1 In 2002, road traffic-related injuries, interpersonal violence, burns, and drowning were among the 15 leading causes of death for people between the age of 5 and 44 yr globally.2 In the United States, injury is the main cause of premature mortality, ahead of malignancy and heart disease, for those who die before the age of 65 yr.3 Indeed, the number of deaths from injury has not declined for more than a decade. Therefore, trauma is considered a significant public health concern, which continues despite efforts to affect its prevention.4–6 Thus, clinical and interventional efforts to reduce the high-mortality rate seen in massive trauma remain paramount.

Early trauma-related mortality is typically secondary to head injury (40%–50% of causes of death) or hemorrhage (20%–40%), which is worsened with attendant coagulopathy, whereas late mortality is usually secondary to multiorgan failure (MOF) (7%–9%). Increased risk of MOF has been associated with massive transfusion, which can itself contribute to coagulopathy via coagulation factor dilution.7 Coagulopathy is present in 65% of patients...
requiring massive transfusion because of hemorrhage secondary coagulation and platelet consumption as well as physical loss. Thus, hemorrhage may account for a third of the in-hospital deaths, particularly in the first 24 h after admission. In massive hemorrhage, mortality exceeds 50%. Coagulopathy after hemorrhage is thought to be a secondary event because of a triad of depletion and dilution of coagulation factors, acidosis, and hypothermia. Surgical control to arrest the cause of the hemorrhage is the main intervention, but even when surgery is performed aggressively, hemorrhage portends low survival. This review will address new information regarding trauma-induced coagulopathy and blood bank management of massively transfused trauma patients.

MASSIVE TRANSFUSION

Massive transfusion portends a high-mortality rate in patients with trauma. Those who received 10 or more red blood cell (RBC) units in their hospital stay (2.6% of all patients with trauma) had a mortality rate of 39% and patients who received 50 or more units of blood products in the first 24 h (0.6% of all patients with trauma) had a mortality rate of 57% in two separate retrospective studies. Massive transfusion is commonly defined as transfusion of 10 or more RBC products (which approximates the total blood volume of a recipient) within 24 h; other definitions include 10 or more RBC products within the initial hospital stay or within 6 h, six or more RBC units within 12 h, or 50 or more blood products in the first 24 h. In pediatric patients, massive transfusion is defined as transfusion of one blood volume of RBC products in 24 h. The number of RBC products in one blood volume is approximately equal to one RBC product multiplied by the patient’s age in years; for example, a 4 yr old is massively transfused after four RBC products.

TRAUMA-INDUCED COAGULOPATHY

Coagulopathy is recognized as a contributor to trauma-related mortality. It was traditionally thought to develop over time, usually hours, and thus considered a secondary entity. This secondary coagulopathy is a result of dilutional and consumptive loss of coagulation factors in addition to hypothermia and acidosis, termed “the blood vicious cycle” or “the triad of death.” Consequently, severely injured patients are treated with damage control measures that focus on preventing hypothermia and acidosis as well as controlling hemorrhage. Damage control surgery, which was introduced more than 20 yr ago, reduces mortality. However, in the past decade, trauma center mortality rates have not improved.

Early trauma-induced coagulopathy (ETIC) is a new paradigm of trauma-induced coagulopathy as an early and primary event. Other terms which have been applied to the early trauma-associated coagulopathy are “acute traumatic coagulopathy” and more recently “acute coagulopathy of trauma-shock.” ETIC has yet to be supported by large prospectively designed studies, but data in three large retrospective trials support the concept of ETIC. These trials identified a prolonged prothrombin time (PT), which occurs early after trauma in up to 25% of patients, as a predictor of mortality. First, MacLeod et al. analyzed a trauma registry database and demonstrated that an abnormal PT independently predicted a 35% increase in the likelihood of mortality. Second, Brohi et al. retrospectively analyzed PT, partial thromboplastin time (PTT), and thrombin time, in conjunction with other clinical data and demonstrated that ETIC was associated with significantly higher mortality. Finally, a retrospective analysis of a German trauma database demonstrated that an increase in PT was predictive of increased mortality. The authors subsequently proposed a prognostic model based on age, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), Injury Severity Score, base excess, and PT to more precisely predict mortality. Each of these studies attempted to control for factors known to increase mortality. MacLeod et al. showed the prolonged PT to be independent of the presence of head injury, time from injury or the presence of shock. Brohi
et al.\textsuperscript{22} were able to control for the amount of fluid resuscitation in their helicopter-transported trauma cohort. The German study controlled for similar factors that were found in the study by Macleod et al.\textsuperscript{23} Therefore, trauma registry data has demonstrated that an increased PT predicts an increase in mortality and occurs early after trauma in a wider range of patients than was originally believed. However, additional testing to explore abnormal elements of coagulation cascade and fibrinolysis in patients with trauma (i.e., ETIC) in conjunction with complete prospective patient data have not been reported, nor has a unifying hypothesis for the mechanism of ETIC emerged.

There are multiple various risk factors, including age and GCS, that are associated with a poor outcome.\textsuperscript{24} A retrospective review performed in Germany found a worsening base deficit (BD) was correlated with a poorer outcome.\textsuperscript{25} The extent of anatomic injury, indicated by the Injury Severity Score, was developed to reflect outcome and control for heterogeneity of injury.\textsuperscript{26} The duration of hypotension in severely hemorrhaging patients, as well as the occurrence of episodes of hypotension, have shown to be associated with increased mortality in small cohorts of patients.\textsuperscript{27} Hypothermia, as was shown in a retrospective review by Jurkovich et al.,\textsuperscript{28} is correlated with mortality when the patient’s body temperature decreases below 34°C. A prospective randomized trial confirmed the relationship of a reduced period of hypothermia and improved survival. All these studies, including the three ETIC studies, share the same difficulty: the known risk factors are consistently analyzed in isolation. In the three ETIC articles, factors controlled for were predetermined by data availability and trauma registry collection, and therefore, there is no study that simultaneously controls for all of the pertinent factors within one cohort of patients.

Coagulation normally begins with an immediate vascular contraction and platelet plug formation followed by activation of thrombin and formation of a fibrin clot in conjunction with initial impairment of fibrinolysis.\textsuperscript{29} Subsequently, extra fibrin is removed by secondary fibrinolysis. At present, it appears that there are two possible theories regarding ETIC: 1) tissue factor generation leads to increase thrombin generation and ultimately a disseminated intravascular coagulopathy (DIC)-like pattern with altered fibrinolysis and 2) tissue hypoperfusion leads to activation of protein C and systemic anticoagulation.

DIC is a predictor of acute respiratory distress syndrome, MOF, and death in patients with trauma.\textsuperscript{30} The diagnosis of DIC is based on clinical symptoms (presence of bleeding and organ dysfunction) and laboratory results (elevated fibrinogen degradation products [FDP], low platelet count, low fibrinogen, and increased PT).\textsuperscript{31} The trigger for thrombin formation is tissue factor binding to factor VII resulting in activation of the coagulation cascade. Extensive activation of blood coagulation with impaired fibrinolysis results in the generation and deposition of fibrin, resulting in microvascular thrombi and subsequent development of multiple organ dysfunction syndrome.\textsuperscript{31} Gando et al.\textsuperscript{30,31} reported that trauma patients with DIC had lower platelet counts, PT, fibrinogen, antithrombin, and α 2 plasmin inhibitor levels and higher FDP and tissue factor levels than non-DIC patients with trauma during the first 4 days after trauma. In addition, they demonstrated that patients with DIC had higher levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) activity, which inhibits fibrinolysis, potentially resulting in microvascular thrombi, which correlated with increased MOF.\textsuperscript{30} Gando et al.\textsuperscript{31} suggested that DIC is associated with systemic inflammatory response syndrome and the subsequent development of MOF.

The second theory was proposed by Brohi et al.\textsuperscript{32} who, in a prospective study of 208 trauma patients, measured prothrombin fragment (coagulation activation), fibrinogen, soluble thrombomodulin (coagulation inhibition), protein C activity (coagulation inhibition), PAI-1 activity (inhibitor of fibrinolysis), and D-dimers (fibrinolysis) as well as PTT, PT, and BD (a
measure of the degree of tissue hypoperfusion). The authors correlated these laboratory coagulation values to clinical factors and demonstrated prolongation of PT and PTT when both the BD and prothrombin fragment were high. In addition, they demonstrated that thrombomodulin increases and protein C decreases (theoretically because it is activated) in relation to the BD and mortality. They suggested that the cause of ETIC is systemic anticoagulation via inhibition of the coagulation cascade by activated protein C. In subsequent publications from the same patient cohort, the author determined that traumatic brain injury must be paired with hypoperfusion (defined as increased BD) to result in coagulopathy, and both complement and endothelial activation are correlated with hypoperfusion and coagulopathy. Brohi et al. concluded that the mechanism of acute trauma-induced coagulopathy is the activation of anticoagulant and fibrinolytic pathways through the thrombomodulin-protein C pathway.

CURRENT MANAGEMENT

Maintenance of adequate blood flow and arterial blood pressure by infusing a sufficient volume of crystalloid and/or colloid solution is vitally important for maximizing tissue perfusion and helping to ensure patient survival. RBC transfusion is critical to ensure adequate oxygen delivery. Circulation is dependent on cardiac output and both the RBC mass and hemoglobin. The ability of transfused RBCs to release oxygen optimally is dependent, at least in part, on the metabolic status of the patient and the length of storage of the RBC product.

Crystalloid Versus Colloid Replacement

Practice has changed to earlier use of colloids (especially plasma) and RBC transfusion while simultaneously decreasing the amount of crystalloids administered because of increasing evidence that large-volume crystalloid administration is associated with abdominal compartment syndrome as well as cardiac, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, coagulation, and other complications. In addition, the current goal of volume resuscitation is euvoemia, entailing moderate volume resuscitation with the possible use of vasopressor drugs to support hemodynamics and to avoid supranormal resuscitation.

RBC Transfusion

When blood loss is excessive and there is not adequate time for pretransfusion testing, group O RBC and AB plasma products should be issued until the recipient’s blood type is known. Each institution should have well-developed policies for emergency release, issuance, and delivery of blood products and switching blood types (i.e., issuing D-positive RBC products to a D-negative individual, issuing antigen-positive or antigen-untested in a patient with the corresponding alloantibody, and issuing ABO incompatible plasma [i.e., an AB patient requiring large amounts of plasma]).

Women of childbearing potential should receive D-negative RBCs, if their blood type is unknown or they are D-negative and an inventory of group O, D-negative products should be kept for these individuals. These products are important to prevent formation of alloanti-D, which can lead to future hemolytic disease of the fetus and newborn. When D-negative women of childbearing potential receive D-positive RBCs, the transfusion service should review with the trauma team therapies which may decrease the likelihood of anti-D formation, such as administering Rh immunoglobulin. Men and older women may receive D-positive RBCs if D-negative RBC products are not available or if the inventory is low and the arrival a woman of childbearing potential with severe trauma can be predicted by the acuity of the facility’s trauma and emergency services. A recent study demonstrated the anti-D formation rate for D-negative patients who received D-positive RBCs in urgent situations...
was 22%. Therefore, the anti-D formation rate in hospitalized acutely ill patients is significantly lower than the 80% anti-D formation rate in healthy volunteers.

A patient sample for blood typing and antibody screen should be obtained as soon as possible after patient arrival to facilitate receipt of type-specific products when available, thus preserving the often-limited group O RBC and AB plasma supply. Transfusion of type-specific products also avoids obfuscation of the patient’s true blood type because of the infusion of large amounts of group O RBCs and AB plasma. In addition, patients who receive large amounts of “out of group” components may be receiving ABO-incompatible plasma (such as a group A patient receiving group O RBCs or platelets), which may inhibit the transfusing of non-group O RBC products due to passively acquired anti-A and/or anti-B, or result in a positive direct antiglobulin test and/or hemolysis.

**RBC Storage Lesion**

The RBC storage lesion is a term that collectively refers to a number of biochemical and physical changes that occur in the RBCs themselves, as well as the resultant changes in the entire RBC product (RBCs and supernatant, which includes anticoagulant-preservative solution and plasma) during storage. The decreased 2,3-DPG results in a shift in the oxygen dissociation curve to the left, which leads to less oxygen release than normal RBCs at the same partial pressure oxygen. Therefore, stored RBCs may not deliver oxygen to the tissues as well as fresh RBCs. 2,3-DPG levels return to normal levels within 24 h after transfusion. In addition to biochemical changes, RBCs change from a deformable biconcave disk, to reversibly deformed echinocytes, to irreversibly deformed spherechinocytes with increased membrane stiffness. These morphological changes may also result in decrease oxygen transport because of the inability of the RBC to flow through the microcirculation and the increase in RBC and vascular endothelial interactions. Recent data suggest that stored RBCs have reduced nitric oxide (NO) bioavailability. Because NO plays a vital role in the vasodilation of blood vessels and, therefore, in oxygen delivery to tissues, in conjunction with loss of 2,3-DPG and changes in deformability, stored RBCs may not have optimal oxygen delivery.

Primarily retrospective data have accumulated suggesting that RBC product transfusion itself may be associated with, or an independent predictor or risk factor for increased morbidity, including, particularly, acute respiratory distress syndrome and MOF, and mortality in the recipient. In addition, in retrospective studies the use of older RBC products (>14 days of storage) versus the use of fresh RBC products (<14 days of storage) is associated with increased morbidity and mortality. Therefore, the benefits and costs of RBC transfusion must be carefully weighed for each patient, and future prospective clinical trials need to compare fresh versus older RBC products, as well as the use of alternatives to RBC products (i.e., hemoglobin-based oxygen carriers [HBOCs]) or drugs to reduce hemorrhage and coagulopathy. Lastly, if available and appropriate, RBC salvage can be performed intra-operatively and postoperatively to decrease the amount of allogeneic stored RBC products transfused.

**MASSIVE TRANSFUSION PROTOCOL**

A massive transfusion protocol (MTP) is necessary in treating the massively hemorrhaging patient undergoing massive transfusion to mitigate the lethal triad of acidosis, hypothermia, and coagulopathy; optimize the logistics of blood product delivery to the patient; effectively communicate between the patient care area and the transfusion service; prevent errors which occur in critical and fast-moving environments; and create standardization in patient care. Two goals of the MTP should be earlier and more aggressive transfusion intervention and resuscitation with blood components that approximate whole blood as a part of damage
Control resuscitation. There are multiple MTP models for blood product administration, which can be used singly or in combination, such as laboratory test result-based blood product administration (also known as the “component approach”), predetermined blood product administration, and real-time transfusion service physician involvement to oversee blood product administration. Each institution should create their MTP for their specific patient care needs with an understanding of available resources.

MTPs Define

1) Notification of the transfusion service and laboratory, 2) laboratory testing algorithms (e.g., PT, PTT, platelet count, fibrinogen, and hemoglobin), 3) blood product preparation (amount of plasma, RBCs, platelets, and cryoprecipitate to prepare and issue at set time intervals), and 4) other patient care needs (e.g., blood warmers). In addition, the creation or modification of MTPs should be part of a multidisciplinary quality improvement initiative to improve patient care.

Multidisciplinary Communication

The management of patients with acute blood loss requires concise and effective communication between the trauma team and the hospital transfusion service. The hospital transfusion service needs to be able to rapidly prepare blood products for issue, assess component inventory and participate in reconciling laboratory values.

Laboratory

MTPs require adequate laboratory support to evaluate the patient’s hemoglobin, platelet count, PT, PTT, fibrinogen level, ionized calcium, and pH to adequately address and correct these values. Some institutions use thromboplastinography, which provides a dynamic and global assessment of the coagulation process, including platelet function, coagulation cascade, and fibrinolysis, to guide transfusion management of these patients. Currently, sufficient data are lacking to support its routine use.

Quality Improvement

The creation of a MTP should be part of a quality improvement initiative to improve patient care. There should be well-defined quality initiatives that can be measured and tracked to determine if the MTP is obtaining the desired goals. Some examples for quality indicators include blood product turnaround time, wastage, and utilization, transfusion adverse events, and patient mortality and laboratory values.

MTP Models

Component Therapy-Based Approaches—In the recent past, resuscitation and transfusion protocols started with significant crystalloid or non-plasma (such as albumin) colloid infusion and many RBC products. This was followed by a component therapy-type approach using clinical findings and laboratory results to guide blood product choices, volumes, and timing. This approach requires that laboratory tests are both timely and reflective of the coagulation system to aid in guiding therapy. Conventional coagulation tests are likely not clinically relevant because they do not reflect the in vivo hemostatic capacity; the results are delayed and therefore less relevant for the acute situation. An example of using component therapy is to base transfusion on hemoglobin <8 g/dL, PT >1.5 times normal, platelet count <50,000/μL, and fibrinogen <100 g/dL (Fig. 1). Using this type of approach, there typically is no set administration ratio of RBC products to plasma, platelets, and/or cryoprecipitate.
**Predetermined Blood Product Administration**—Recently, MTPs have shifted toward predetermined blood product administration in an effort to mitigate and treat coagulopathy by adequate coagulation factor administration early in the resuscitation, decreasing the amount of crystalloid administered and removing the delay in ordering, preparing, and subsequent administration of blood products. This is in contrast to the laboratory-based approach where there is a delay in the ordering and subsequent administration of platelet, plasma, and cryoprecipitate products because of delays due to laboratory turnaround time and product preparation time. Most MTPs using the predetermined approach have preset transfusion packages that are delivered consecutively until the patient either dies or their bleeding is under control (Fig. 2). In addition, predetermined blood product administration clearly defines the proportion of blood components to transfuse, decreasing the chances of less than optimal transfusion therapy (i.e., large volumes of RBC products with little or no transfusion of plasma or platelet products).

**Real-Time Transfusion Service Physician Involvement**—In this approach, the transfusion service physician is notified when a patient has been massively transfused (or in some instances if a severely injured trauma patients has arrived). The transfusion service physician can then contact the trauma team to determine the status of the patient and suggest blood product administration. In addition, the transfusion service physician can take primary responsibility for monitoring the patient’s coagulation laboratory values. Lastly, the transfusion service physician can participate in inventory management to help ensure that adequate amounts of blood products are available and, if not, advise the trauma team as well as the blood supplier.

**Advantages of the Predetermined Ratio Approach**

In 2005, a symposium of surgeons, anesthesiologists, hematologists, transfusion medicine specialists, epidemiologists, and others held at the United States Army Institute of Surgical Research resulted in general consensus to create guidelines for massive transfusion in the severely injured patient to transfuse RBC:plasma:platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio. This ratio corrects the coagulation factor loss resulting from early transfusion of crystalloids and RBC products. Therefore, to ensure a maximum plasma:RBC ratio of 1:2 is achieved in 98% of patients, the MTP should have a 1:1 goal. In addition, the use of MTP optimizes patient outcome and systemizes blood product administration.

With this recommendation, MTPs were designed which attempted to “recapitulate” whole blood, i.e., to match the RBC, plasma, platelets, and cryoprecipitate ratio of whole blood, or “reconstitute” whole blood, which means to premix components that resemble whole blood into a single product or to use fresh whole blood. Based on the dramatic success of MTPs used in combat, recent studies show equivalent performance and patient benefit in the nonmilitary setting. Also, MTPs have demonstrated a decrease in overall blood use in some institutions.

**Early and Aggressive Blood Product Transfusion Therapy Improves Outcome**—Mounting data demonstrates that the ratio of blood products transfused affects mortality both in military and civilian settings. First, early reports in the military setting showed significant reduction in mortality in 246 massively transfused (≥0 U of RBCs in 24 h) trauma patients (65% reduced to approximately 20%; \( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 3), with an optimal plasma to RBC product ratio of 1.4. Similar data of improved survival with plasma:RBC ratios approaching 1:1 in the civilian setting has also been reported. Indeed, in a study of 165 trauma patients pre- and post-implementation of a MTP, who received at least 10 U of RBCs within 24 h, at our level 1 civilian trauma center, one plasma product for two or fewer RBC products was associated with significantly improved survival versus one plasma
product for two or more RBC products (30 day survival of 70% vs 47%; \( P = 0.010 \)).53 One recent study used a level 1 civilian trauma center’s registry to determine the effect of the plasma:RBC ratio in 133 patients who received more than 10 U of RBCs in 6 h. The authors demonstrated a U-shaped association between plasma:RBC ratio and survival and concluded that the ideal ratio is likely between 1:2 and 1:3.15 Second, the ratio of platelet:RBC products transfused also appears to affect patient survival. In a retrospective study of 466 massively transfused (\( \geq 10 \) U of RBCs in 24 h) civilian patients, the group with a high plasma and platelet to RBC ratio (\( \geq 2 \) U of platelets and plasma to 2 U of RBCs) had the highest rate of 30 day survival (73%) compared with patients who received high plasma and low platelet (54%), low plasma and high platelet (67%), and low plasma and low platelet (\(< 1 \) U of platelets and plasma to 2 U of RBCs; 43%) ratios (\( P < 0.001 \)).14 Indeed, in the study from our institution, transfusion of one platelet-apheresis product (which is approximately equivalent to 6–7 whole blood derived units or \( 3.3–3.8 \times 10^{11} \) platelets) for 20 or less RBC products was associated with significantly improved survival versus one platelet-apheresis product for 20 or more RBC products (30 day survival of 72% vs 13%; \( P = 0.0001 \)) (unpublished data). Lastly, the fibrinogen:RBC ratio appears to influence patient survival. In a retrospective military study of 252 massively transfused patients (\( \geq 10 \) U of RBCs in 24 h), the amount of fibrinogen to RBC ratio transfused was calculated by adding the fibrinogen content of whole blood, platelet, plasma, RBC, and cryoprecipitate products in comparison to RBC products transfused. This study demonstrated the improved survival rates of a high (\( \geq 2 \) g fibrinogen/RBC U) versus low (\(< 0.2 \) g fibrinogen/RBC U) fibrinogen:RBC ratio (survival 76% vs 48%; \( P < 0.001 \)).57 Indeed, in the study from our institution, transfusion of one unit of cryoprecipitate for two or less RBC products was associated with significantly improved survival versus one unit of cryoprecipitate for two or more RBC products (30 day survival of 72% vs 35%; \( P = 0.003 \)) (unpublished data). In conclusion, current data support the use of early and aggressive coagulation factor replacement through transfusion of plasma, platelet, and cryoprecipitate products. Although the optimal ratio is not precisely defined, these reports support an aggressive approach to transfusion.

All the studies cited above likely have survival bias in the data because those who survive longer are more likely to receive more coagulation factor therapies as opposed to patients who die early after admission and who may receive less coagulation factors because of delay in coagulation product transfusion.15 Randomized controlled trials are needed to determine whether 1:1:1 ratio of plasma:RBC:platelet is the optimal ratio in massively transfused severely injured patients with trauma.

**Overall Blood Product Usage**—In theory, if coagulopathy can be mitigated, then hemorrhage will cease earlier and overall blood product usage will be reduced. Data have demonstrated an improvement in coagulation factors with early and aggressive use of plasma.15 One institution correlated morbidity with intensive care unit (ICU) International Normalized Ratio (INR) using their trauma registry database and subsequently implemented early goal-directed therapy to achieve a plasma:RBC ratio of 1:1 to improve ICU admission INR and mortality.58 Recent data from this institution have demonstrated an improvement with the ICU admission INR (1.6 vs 1.48; \( P = 0.02 \)) and survival (70% vs 85%; \( P = 0.02 \)) pre versus post implementation of the 1:1 plasma:RBC ratio.59 Indeed, in the study from our institution, the implementation of a MTP with a 1:1 plasma:RBC ratio improved the ICU admission INR (pre-MTP 1.3 vs post-MTP 1.7; \( P = 0.04 \)) and mortality (pre-MTP 50% vs post-MTP 38%; \( P = 0.14 \)).63

The resultant decrease in blood product administration with mitigation of coagulopathy by increased coagulation factor therapy is less clear. Some civilian trauma centers have demonstrated a decrease in blood product administration with the implementation of a MTP;
one center decreased the platelet use with their protocol although the RBC and plasma use remained similar and the center reported improved patient survival (pre-MTP 34% vs post-MTP 49%). Another center decreased RBC, plasma, and platelet use although significantly increasing recombinant factor VIIa use without improving survival (pre-MTP 50% vs post-MTP 48%). In contrast, the study from our institution demonstrated that RBC, platelet, and cryoprecipitate use pre- and post-MTP is similar, yet the plasma use has significantly increased. Therefore, it is not known whether implementation of a MTP results in decreased blood product use.

PEDIATRIC TRAUMA

The transfusion and coagulation management in children with traumatic injuries is largely unknown. The optimal MTP in children may differ from that for adults, as trauma-induced coagulopathy and MTPs are largely unstudied in the pediatric population. Two retrospective studies reviewed trauma-induced coagulopathy in pediatric patients. One study in patients with blunt trauma detected an elevated PT and/or PTT in 28% of patients and a markedly elevated PT and/or PTT in 6% of patients. Marked elevation correlated with GCS ≤3, low systolic blood pressure, open/multiple bony fractures, and major tissue wounds. The second study in patients with head injury correlated PT prolongation with increased risk of mortality. The results of these studies suggest that pediatric patients may have unique transfusion needs that require further investigation.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Currently, the ideal transfusion ratios or models for transfusion and coagulation management of patients with trauma are unclear or controversial. What is apparent is that patients who die early after admission may receive fewer coagulation factors because of delay in coagulation product transfusion. It is unknown if early and aggressive coagulation factor replacement would improve survival in patients who die within hours of admission, as there may be a survival bias in the data wherein those who survive longer are more likely to receive more coagulation factor therapies. This question is best answered through a randomized, controlled clinical trial in which patients receive different, yet adequate, transfusion product ratios. Second, the pathogenic mechanism of ETIC and other trauma-related coagulopathies is not known. This information can only be gained through rigorous and prospective clinical trials to create a unifying hypothesis/mechanism for trauma-induced coagulopathy. Lastly, the effect of RBC storage time on patient outcome should be evaluated in a prospective, randomized, clinical trial. Subsequently, evidence-based therapies can emerge based on these clinical trials and their resulting outcomes.

SUMMARY

Trauma remains a leading cause of death worldwide and 30%–40% of patients with trauma die secondary to hemorrhage. Trauma results in a primary and early coagulopathy which predicts for mortality, independent of head injury or injury severity. The pathophysiology of ETIC is currently unknown; it may result from hypoperfusion resulting in anticoagulation and hyperfibrinolysis or from tissue factor generation leading to thrombin generation and a DIC-like state. In addition, trauma-induced coagulopathy is secondary to hypothermia, acidosis, and coagulopathy resulting from massive transfusion with dilution of coagulation factors and consumption of coagulation factors. Therefore, to address the triad of death (i.e.,
acidosis, hypothermia, and coagulopathy), damage control resuscitation has been added to damage control surgery to stop the hemorrhage. Damage control resuscitation requires implementation of a MTP to ensure early and aggressive coagulation factor therapy as well as to limit crystalloid infusion, prevention of hypothermia and acidosis, and to permit moderate hypotension. MTPs require a multidisciplinary team to develop, implement, maintain, and continue to improve trauma patient care. The optimal amounts of plasma, platelet, cryoprecipitate, and other coagulation factors in relationship to the RBC transfusion volume are currently unknown, but current data support the use of plasma:RBC:platelet ratio of 1:1:1. Future prospective clinical trials will hopefully assist in continuing to improve the transfusion management of massively transfused patients with trauma.
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Figure 1.
Laboratory-based blood product administration. Fluid and blood component treatment in major bleeding. Values of various parameters represent trigger points at which relevant blood components should be transfused. RBC = red blood cells; FFP = fresh frozen plasma; PCC = prothrombin complex concentrate; Fg = fibrinogen; Plt = platelets; Hct = hematocrit; PT = prothrombin time; aPTT = activated partial thromboplastin time. (Reprinted with permission from Spahn and Rossaint.29)
**Figure 2.**
Predetermined blood product administration. The Grady Memorial Hospital/Emory University Massive Transfusion Protocol (modified from Dente et al.63).
Figure 3.
Ratio of blood products transfused affects mortality in patients receiving massive transfusions. Percentage mortality associated with low, medium, and high plasma to RBC ratios transfused at admission in a combat hospital. Ratios are median ratios per group and include units of fresh whole blood counted both as plasma and RBCs. (Reprinted with permission from Borgman et al.52)